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Abstract—Loop pipelining is a key transformation in highlevel synthesis tools as it helps maximizing both computational
throughput and hardware utilization. Nevertheless, it somewhat
looses its efficiency when dealing with small trip-count inner
loops, as the pipeline latency overhead quickly limits its efficiency.
Even if it is possible to overcome this limitation by pipelining
the execution of a whole loop nest, the applicability of nested
loop pipelining has so far been limited to a very narrow subset
of loops, namely perfectly nested loops with constant bounds. In
this work we propose to extend the applicability of nested-loop
pipelining to imperfectly nested loops with affine dependencies
by leveraging on the so-called polyhedral model. We show how
such loop nest can be analyzed, and under certain conditions,
how one can modify the source code in order to allow nested loop
pipeline to be applied using a method called polyhedral bubble
insertion. We also discuss the implementation of our method in
a source-to-source compiler specifically targeted at High-Level
Synthesis tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
After almost two decades of research effort, High-Level
Synthesis (HLS) is now about to hold its promises : there
now exists a large choice of robust and mature C to hardware
tools [1], [2] that are even now used as production tools by
world-class chip vendor companies. However, there is still
room for improvement, as these tools are far from producing designs with performance comparable to those of expert
designers. The reason of this difference lies in the difficulty,
for automatic tools, to discover information that may have
been lost during the compilation process. We believe that this
difficulty can be overcome by tackling the problem directly at
the source level, using source-to-source optimizing compilers.
Indeed, even though C to hardware tools dramatically slash
design time, their ability to generate efficient accelerators is
still limited, and they rely on the designer to expose parallelism
and to use appropriate data layout in the source program.
In this paper, our aim is to improve the applicability (and
efficiency) of nested loop pipelining (also known as nested
software pipeling) in C to hardware tools. Our contributions
are described below:
•

We propose to solve the problem of nested loop pipelining at the source level using an automatic loop coalescing
transformation.

•

•

We provide a nested loop pipelining legality check,
which indicates (given the pipeline latency) whether the
pipelining enforces data-dependencies.
When this condition is not satisfied, we propose a correction mechanism which consists in adding, at compile
time, so-called wait-states instructions, also known as
pipeline bubbles, to make sure that the aforementioned
pipelining becomes legal.

The proposed approach was validated experimentally on
a set of representative applications for which we studied
the trade-off between performance improvements (thanks to
full nested loop pipelining) and area overhead (induced by
additional guards in the control code).
Our approach builds on leading edge automatic loop parallelization and transformation techniques based on the polyhedral model [3], [4], [5], and it is applicable to a much
wider class of programs (namely imperfectly nested loops with
affine bounds and index functions) than previously published
works [6], [7], [8], [9]. This is the reason why we call this
method polyhedral bubble insertion.
This article is organized as follows, Section II provides an
in depth description of the problem we tackle in this work,
and emphasizes the shortcomings of existing approaches.
Section III aims at summarizing the principles of program
transformations and analysis in the polyhedral framework.
Sections IV and V present our pipeline legality analysis and
our pipeline schedule correction technique and Section VI
provides a quantitative analysis of our results. In section VII
we present relevant related work, and highlight the novelty of
our contribution. Conclusion and future work are described in
section VIII.
II. M OTIVATIONS
A. Loop pipelining in HLS tools
The goal of this section is to present and motivate the
problem we address in this work, that is nested loop pipelining.
To help the reader understand our contributions, we will use
throughout the remaining of this work a running toy loopnest example shown in Figure 1; it consists in a double nested

/* original source code */
for(int i=0;i<N;i++) {
for(int j=0;j<N-i;j++){
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
}
}
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Fig. 2. Motivating example, with a representation of its pipelined execution for N = 5, II = 1 and ∆ = 4. The arrows reprensent dependences between
operations.

j

loop iterations to be completely overlapped;
resource constraints on the available hardware since for a
complete pipelined execution, each operation executed in
the loop has to be mapped on its own hardware functional
unit.
Because it helps maximizing the computation throughput
and because it improves hardware utilization, loop pipelining
is a key transformation in High-Level Synthesis tools. Besides, as designers generally seek to get the best performance
from their implementation, fully pipelining the loop (that is
initiating a new inner loop iteration every cycle by choosing
II = 1) is a very common practice. The use of very deep
pipeline is even more common when targeting FPGAs devices,
as it is often a way to compensate for their relative lower
clock speed compared to ASICs. Besides, because the registercost overhead of pipelining can be easily absorbed by the
large amount of flip-flop available on most devices, deeply
pipelining FPGA datapath is a very profitable optimization.
However, the performance improvements obtained through
pipelining are often hindered by the fact that these tools rely
on very basic data-dependency analysis algorithms, and hence
they may fail to detect when such a pipelined execution is
possible, especially when the inner loop involves complex
memory access patterns.
To help designers cope with these limitations, most tools
hence offer the ability to bypass part of this conservative
dependency analysis through the use of compiler directives
(generally in the form of #pragma). These directives force
the tool to ignore user-specified memory references in its
dependency analysis. Of course, this possibility comes at the
risk of generating an illegal pipelined schedule and then an
incorrect circuit, and hence puts the burden to the designer.
•

/* original source code */
for(int i=0;i<N;i++) {
for(int j=0;j<N-i;j++){
S 0:
Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
}
}

i

Fig. 1. Motivating example, with its iteration domain and data dependencies
(black arrows) for N = 5. The red dashed arrow represents the execution
order. .

loop operating on a triangular iteration domain – the iteration
domain of a loop is the set of values taken by its loop indices1 .
The reader can observe that the inner loop (along the j
index) exhibits no dependencies between calculations done at
different iterations (also called loop carried dependencies). As
a consequence, one can pipeline the execution of this loop,
by overlapping the execution of several iterations. However,
there exists a dependence between i iterations, since Y[j]
(left-hand side) depends on Y[j] (right-hand side) that was
modified during the previous i iteration. Therefore, overlapping the execution of two successive i iterations has to be
done with care, in order to respect this dependency.
Loop pipelining is characterized by two important parameters:
• The initiation interval (denoted II in the following), that
corresponds to the number of clock cycles separating the
execution of two loop iterations.
• The latency (denoted ∆) that gives the number of clock
cycles required to completely execute one iteration of the
loop.
As an illustration, Figure 2 depicts the pipelined execution
of the example of Figure 1 with an initiation interval II =
1 and a latency of ∆ = 4. In practice the value of II is
constrained by two factors:
• the presence of loop carried dependencies, which prevents
1 This toy loop is actually a simplified excerpt from the QR factorization
algorithm.

B. The Pipeline Latency Overhead
For loops with large iteration count – we call loop iteration
count the number of iterations executed by a loop –, the impact
of the pipeline latency on performance can be neglected, and
the hardware is then almost 100% utilized. However, whenever
the iteration count of the loop becomes comparable to its
latency ∆, one may observe a very significant performance
degradation, as the pipeline flushing phases dominate the
execution time. This is the case of our example in Figure 2.
For a value of N = 5 and ∆ = 4, we obtain a hardware

i=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
if(j < N – i - 1)
j++;
else
j=0,i++;
}

Fig. 3.
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Illegal nested loop pipelining for N = 5, II = 1 and ∆ = 4. Bold arrows show broken dependences.

utilization rate of only 50%. Indeed, the dependency between
two successive i iterations prevents the end of the inner loop
pipeline to be overlapped with the beginning of the next
pipeline.
Returning to our example, had it to be mapped to custom
hardware by experienced designers, it would have certainly
reached a hardware utilization close to 100% thanks to a
handcrafted schedule, in which the execution of successive
iterations of the i loop would have been carefully overlapped.
C. Nested loop pipelining & coalescing
It turns out that such an optimization actually corresponds
to a nested loop pipelining as initially proposed by Doshi et
al. [6]. Such nested loop pipelining can be realized through a
loop coalescing transformation, that flattens a loop nest into a
single loop that scans the original loop nest domain, and then
pipelines the new loop.
It is worth noticing that nested loop pipelining was only
studied in the scope of a very restrictive subset of loop
nests (perfectly nested loop with constant bounds and uniform
dependencies) or with relatively imprecise dependency information, which significantly restricts its applicability and/or
efficiency. While these restrictions may seem over precautious,
it happens that implementing nested loop pipelining (and more
particularly enforcing its correctness) is far from trivial and
requires a lot of attention.
As an example, Figure 3 shows a coalesced version of
the loop nest of Figure 1. Here, because the array accesses
in the coalesced version are now more difficult to analyze
(they do not depend on loop indices as in Figure 1), we are
tempted to bypass some of the dependence analysis through a
#pragma ignore_mem_dpcy Y directive to enable loop
pipelining, as explained in subsection II-A. This directive tells
the scheduler to ignore data dependences related to the Y[j]
array accesses in the statement following the directive. Without
such directive, the conservative dependence analysis forbids
pipelining.
While this scheduling seems correct at the first glance, it
appears that some Read after Write dependencies are violated
when i ≥ 3, as shown in Figure 3. For example the memory
read operation on Y[0] of (i = 3, j = 0) scheduled at t = 12
happens before Y[0] is updated by the write operation of
(i = 2, j = 0) also scheduled at t = 12 on the last stage.

As an illustration of this difficulty, among the numerous
commercial and academic C to hardware tools that we have
evalutated, only one of them (let us call it Trebuchet-C++)
actually provides the ability to perform such automatic nested
loop pipelining. However, its implementation in the tool suffers from severe flaws and generates illegal schedules whenever the domain is not rectangular and/or has non constant loop
bounds. From what we understand, even without directives
to ignore data dependences, the tool fails for the very same
reasons as depicted in Figure 3, that is the tool’s analysis
is assuming that there are no dependencies carried by the
outerloop over the Y array.
It can be argued that a simple solution for handling non
rectangular loop domains is to resort to a linearization of
the loop nest prior to pipelining. This linearization consists in
padding the iteration domain with wait states iterations so as to
ensure that the domain scanned by the loop nest is rectangular.
This approach turns out to be very inefficient in practice: in
our example, the execution overhead (50 %) would be as large
as for the non nested pipeline case, beside it does only solve
the problem in the case of uniform data dependencies.
D. Contributions of this work
In what follows, we provide a formalization of the conditions under which nested loop pipelining is legal w.r.t data
dependencies in the case of imperfectly nested loops with
affine dependencies (so called SCoPs [3]), where exact (i.e.
iteration wise) data dependence information is available.
In addition to this legality check, we also propose a technique to correct an a priori illegal nested pipeline schedule
by inserting wait states in the coalesced loop, so as to derive
the most efficient legal pipelined schedule. These wait states
correspond to properly inserted bubbles in the pipeline, so the
name polyhedral bubble insertion of our method.
Finally, to enable experimentation and to remain as vendor
independent as possible, we propose an implementation of the
polyhedral bubble insertion in the context of a source-to-source
compiler that can be used as a preprocessing tool to be used
in front of third parties HLS compilers.
III. BACKGROUND
In order to do the analysis and the cycle-accurate schedule
correction, an iteration-wise dependence analysis as well as
a new intermediate representation of loops is necessary. The

polyhedral model is a robust mathematical framework to represent loops; it also comes with a set of techniques to analyze
and transform loops and to generate code. In this section,
we briefly present the background needed to understand our
method.
A. Structure and Limitations
The polyhedral model is a representation of a subset of
programs called Static Control Parts (SCoPs), or alternatively
Affine Control Loops (ACLs). Such programs are composed
only of loop and conditional control structures and the only
allowed statements are array assignments of arbitrary expressions with array reads (scalar variables are special cases
viewed as zero-dimensional arrays). The loop bounds, the
conditions and array subscripts have to be affine expressions
of loop indexes and parameters.
Each statement S surrounded by n loops in a SCoP has an
associated domain DS ⊆ Zn . The domain DS represents the
set of values the indices of the loops surrounding S can take.
Each vector of values in DS is called an iteration vector, and
DS is called the iteration domain of S. DS is defined by a
set of affine constraints, i.e. the set of loop bounds and conditionals on these indexes. In what follows, we call operation
a particular statement iteration, i.e., a statement with a given
iteration vector. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of
such a domain, where each full circle represents an operation.
The domain’s constraints for the only statement of Figure 1
are as follows:
D = {i, j|0 ≤ i < N ∧ 0 ≤ j < N − i}

.

The polyhedral model is limited to the aforementioned class
of programs. This class can be however extended to a larger
class of programs at the price of a loss of accuracy in the
dependance analysis [10], [11].
B. Dependences and Scheduling
The real strength of the polyhedral model is its capacity
to handle iteration wise dependence analysis on arrays [12].
The goal of dependence analysis is to answer questions of
the type “what is the statement that produced the value being
read at current operation, and for what iteration vector?” For
example, in the program of Figure 1, what is the operation that
wrote the last value of the right-hand side reference Y[j]?
Iterations of a statement in a loop nest can be ordered by the
lexicographic order of their iteration vectors. The combination
of the lexicographic order and the textual order gives the
precedence order (noted ) of operations, that gives the
execution order of operations in a loop nest. When considering
sequential loop nests, the precedence order is total.
The precedence order allows an exact answer to be given
to the previous question: “the operation that last modified an
array reference in an operation is just the latest one in the
precedence order.” In the example of Figure 1, the operation
that modified right-hand side reference Y[j] in operation
S0 (i, j) is just the same statement of the loop, when it was
executed at previous iteration S0 (i − 1, j).

In the polyhedral model, building this precedence order
can be done exactly. Therefore, transformations of the loop
execution order, also known as scheduling transformations, can
be constrained to enforce dataflow dependences. This feature
may be used to check the legality of a given transformation,
but also to automatically compute the space of all possible
transformations, in order to find the “best” one. However this
is not the topic of this paper, and the reader is referred to
Feautrier [13] and Pouchet et al. [5] for more details.
C. Code generation
Once a loop nest has been scheduled (for example, to
incorporate some pipelining), the last step of source-to-source
transformation consists in re-generating a sequential code. Two
approaches to solve this problem dominate in the litterature.
The first one was developed by Quillere and al. [14] and later
extended by Bastoul in the context of the ClooG software [3].
ClooG allows regenerated loops to be guardless, thus avoiding
useless iterations at the price of an increase in code size. With
the same goal, the code generator in the Omega project also
tries to regenerate guardless loops, but also provides options
to find a trade-off between code size and guards [15].
The second approach, developed by Boulet et al. [16] aims
at generating code without loops. The principle is to determine
during one iteration the value of the next iteration vector, until
all the iteration domain has been visited. Since this second
approach behaves like a finite state machine, it si believed to
be it is more suited for hardware implementation [17], though
there is still very few quantitative evidences to back-up this
claim.
IV. L EGALITY C HECK
In this section, we propose sufficient conditions for ensuring
that a given loop coalescing transformation is legal w.r.t to the
data-dependencies of the program.
Consider a sink reference to an array (i.e. a right-hand side
array reference in a statement), and let ~y denote its iteration
vector. Let ~x be the iteration vector of the source reference
for this array reference. Let us write d the function that maps
~y to ~x, so that ~x = d(~y ).
We define ∆ as the highest latency, in the pipeline datapath,
between a read and a write inducing a dependence. We can
formulate the conditions under which a loop coalescing is
legal w.r.t to this data-dependency as follows: for a pipelined
schedule with a latency of ∆, the coalescing will violate data
dependencies when the distance (in number of iteration points)
between the production of the value (at iteration ~x, the source)
and its use (at iteration ~y , the sink) is less than ∆.
This condition is trivially enforced in one particular case,
that is when the loops to be coalesced do not carry any
dependences, that is when the loops are parallel. This is
possible since one may want to pipeline only the n − 1 inner
loops of the loop nest in which the dependences are only
carried by the outermost loop. In such a case, the pipeline is
flushed at each step of the outermost loop, hence the latency
does not break any dependence.

j

D1 = D ∩ {i,j | j ≥ N-i-1, i < N-1}
nextD(i,j) = (i+1,0)
D2 = D ∩ {i,j | j < N-i-1}
nextD(i,j) = (i,j+1)
D⏊ = D ∩ {i,j | i >= N-1}
nextD(i,j) = ⏊
i

Fig. 4.
Sub-domains D1 and D2 have different expressions for their
immediate successor.

Let p be the depth of the loop that carries a dependence, the
coalescing is ensured to be legal if the loop to be coalesced
are at a depth greater than p. In practice, the innermost loop
is the only depth carrying no dependence, as shown in the
example of Figure 1.
Determining if a coalescing is legal then requires a more
precise analysis, by computing the number of points between a
source iteration ~x and its sink ~y . This indeed amounts to count
the number of integral points inside a parametric polyhedral
domain and corresponds to the rank function as proposed
by Turjan et al. [18], for which we can obtain a closed
form expression using the Barvinok library [19]. However
these expressions are in the form of parametric multivariate
pseudo-polynomials, and checking whether the value of such
polynomials admits a given lower bound is impossible in the
general case.
Because of this limitation, we propose another technique
which does not involve any polyhedral counting operation. In
x) that computes
this approach, we construct a function next∆
D (~
for a given iteration vector ~x its successor ∆ iterations away
in the coalesced loop nest’s iteration domain D. We then
check that all the sink iteration vectors ~y = d−1 (~x) of the
dependency d are such that ~y  next∆
x). In other words,
D (~
we make sure that the value produced at iteration ~x is used at
least ∆ iterations later.
The only difficulty in this legality check lies in the construction of the next∆
x) function. This is the problem we
D (~
address in the following subsection.
A. Constructing the next∆
x)
D (~
We will derive the next∆
D

function
function by leveraging on a
method presented by Boulet et al[16] to compute the immediate successor in D of an iteration vector ~x according to the
lexicographical order. This function is expressed as a solution
of a lexicographic minimization problem on a parametric
domain made of all successors of ~x.
The algorithm works as follows: we start by building the
set of points for which the immediate successor belongs to the
same innermost loop (say at depth p). This set is represented as
D2 in the example of Figure 4. We then do the same for the set

of points of D for which no successors were found at previous
step, but this time we look for their immediate successors
along the loop at depth p − 1 as shown by the domain D1 in
Figure 4. This procedure is then repeated until all dimensions
of the domain have been covered by the analysis. At the end,
the remaining points are the lexicographic maximum (that is
the end) of the domain, and their successor is noted as ⊥ (D⊥
on Figure 4).
The domains involved in this algorithm are parameterized,
therefore the approach requires the use of a Parametric Integer
Linear Programming solver [20], [16] to obtain a solution
which is in the form of a quasi affine mapping function that
defines the sequencing relation. Because it is a quasi-affine
function2 , and because we only need to look for a constant
number of iterations ahead (the latency of the pipeline that
we call ∆), we can easily build the next∆
D function. This is
done by applying the function to itself ∆ times as shown in
Equ. (1) :
next∆
x)
D (~

∆
z
}|
{
= nextD • nextD • . . . • nextD (~x) .

(1)

Example: Let us compute the nextD (~x) predicate for the
example of Figure 4, where we have ~x = (i, j)

 (i, j + 1) if
(i + 1, 0) elseif
nextD (i, j) =

⊥
otherwise

j <N −i−1
i<N −1

Note that ⊥ represents the absence of successor in the loop.
Applying the relation four times to itself we then obtain the
next4D (i, j) predicate, which is given by the mapping below :
next4D (i, j) =

(i, j + 4)




(i + 1, 3)




(i + 1, 2)



(i + 1, 1)
(i + 1, 0)




(N − 1, 0)




(N − 2, 0)



⊥

if
elseif
elseif
elseif
elseif
elseif
elseif
else

j ≤N −i−5
i≤N −5∧j =N −i−1
i≤N −4∧j =N −i−2
i≤N −3∧j =N −i−3
i≤N −4∧j =N −i−4
i=N −3∧j =1∧N ≥3
i=N −4∧j =3∧N ≥4

(2)

B. Building the violated dependency set
As mentioned previously, a given dependency is enforced
by the coalesced loop iff we have ~y  next∆
x) with
D (~
~y = d−1 (~x). When next∆
(~
x
)
∈
{⊥},
that
is
when
the
D
successor ∆ − 1 iterations later is out of the iteration domain,
the dependence is obviously broken. We can then build D†
the domain containing all the iterations sourcing one of these
violated dependencies, using the equation below


d−1 (~x) ≺ next∆
(~x)
†
D
D = ~x ∈ Dsrc
(3)
or next∆
x) ∈ {⊥}
D (~
2 Quasi affine function are affine functions where division (or modulo) by
an integer constant are allowed.

where Dsrc is the set of sources of a dependency in D.
It is important to note that in case of a parameterized domain, the set of these iterations may itself be a parameterized
domain. Checking the legality of a nested loop pipelining then
sums up to check the emptiness of this parameterized domain,
which can easily be done with ISL [21] or Polylib [22].
a) Example: In what follows, we make no difference
between relations and functions, following the practice used
in the ISL tool. In our example, we have the following
dependency relation :
d(i, j → i0 , j 0 : i, j ∈ D ∧ i ≥ 1 ∧ i0 = i − 1 ∧ j 0 = j)
which can easily be reverted as

i=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
if(j<N-i)
S 0:
Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
if((i>N-4&&j<N-i+3&&i<N-1)
||j<N-i-1)
j++;
else
j=0,i++;
}

j

i

Fig. 5. Corrected pipeline (conservative) for N = 5 and ∆ = 4. White
points correspond to pipeline epilogue inserted only for the iterations that
need it.

d−1 (i, j → i0 , j 0 : i0 , j 0 ∈ D ∧ i ≥ 0 ∧ i0 = i + 1 ∧ j 0 = j)
which corresponds to the data-dependency.
Using the next4D (i, j) function obtained in (2), we can then
build the domain D† of the source iterations violating a data
dependency using (3).
In our example, and after resorting to the simplification of
this polyhedral domain thanks to a polyhedral library [21], we
then obtain :

i=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
if(j<N-i)
S 0:
Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
if((i>N-4&&j<3&&i<N-1)
||j<N-i-1)
j++;
else
j=0,i++;
}

j

i

D† = {i, j|(i, j) ∈ D ∧ N − 4 < i < N − 1 ∧ j < N − i − 1}
When we substitute N by 5 (the chosen value in our
example), we have D† = {(2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0)}, which is the
set of points that causes a dependency violation in Figure 3.
V. B UBBLE I NSERTION
While a legality condition is an important step toward
automated nested loop pipelining, it is possible to do better
by correcting a given schedule to make the coalescing legal.
Our idea is to determine at compile time an iteration domain
where wait states, or bubbles, are inserted in order to stall
the pipeline to make sure that the coalesced loop execution
is legal w.r.t data dependencies. Of course we want this set
to have the smallest possible impact on performance, both in
terms of number of cycles, and in terms of overhead caused
by extra guards and housekeeping code.
We already know from the previous subsection the domain
D† of all iterations whose source violates the dependency relation. To correct the pipeline schedule we can insert additional
wait-state iterations in the domain scanned by the coalesced
loop. These wait state iterations should be inserted between
the source and the sink iterations of the violated dependency.
One obvious solution is to add these extra iterations at the end
of the inner loop enclosing the source iteration, so that this
extra cycle may benefit to all potential source iteration within
this innermost loop.
The key question in this problem is to determine how many
of such wait states are actually required to fix the schedule, as
adding a single wait state in a loop may incidentally fix/correct
several violated data-dependency. In the following we propose
a simple technique to solve the problem.

Fig. 6. Corrected pipeline (optimized) for N = 5 and ∆ = 4. White points
correspond to the inserted pipeline bubbles in the iteration domain.

The simplest solution is to pad every inner loop containing
an iteration in D† with ∆ − 1 wait-states. As a matter of fact,
this amounts to recreate the whole epilogue of the pipelined
loop, but only for the outer loops that actually need it. The
approach is illustrated in Figure 5, but turns out to be too
conservative. For example, the reader will notice that the inner
loops for indices i = 2 in the example of Figure 1 do not
actually need ∆ − 1 = 3 additional cycles. In that case only
one cycle of wait state is needed, and similarly, for i = 3,
only two cycles are needed.
This solution is obviously not optimal, as one could easily
find a better correction (that is with fewer bubbles), as the
one shown in Figure 6. In this particular example, the lower
overhead (in terms of wait-state) does not come at the price of
an increase in the complexity of the code. This is however not
the case in general, and there exist subtle trade-offs between
the reduction of bubble count and the complexity of the control
logic. We are currently investigating this topic.
VI. R ESULTS AND VALIDATION
In this section, we describe how the transformation is
being implemented within a compiler framework, and provide
quantitative data showing that the approach is practical and
lead to significant performance improvements at the price of
a moderate increase in area.

A. The Gecos source to source compiler
GeCoS (Generic Compiler Suite) is an open sourceto-source compiler infrastructure [23] integrated within the
Eclipse framework and entirely based on Model Driven Software Development tools. GeCoS is specifically targeted to
HLS back-ends, and provides (among other features) builtin support for Mentor Algorithmic Data types C++ templates
(ac_int<>, etc.).
GeCoS also provides a loop transformation framework
based on the polyhedral model, that extensively uses third
party libraries (ISL for manipulating polyhedral domains [24]
and solving parametric integer linear problems, and Cloog [3]
for polyhedral code generation). All the transformations presented in this work have been implemented within this framework.
B. Implementing the loop coalescing transformation
Implementing the loop coalescing transformation amounts
in a rewriting of the loop nest structure into a software
finite state machine expressed in a while loop. There are two
possible approach for implementing this rewriting.
The first approach uses the Control Flow Graph (CFG)
corresponding to the loop nest as an input. The problem in
this approach is that the automaton is built from an implicit
representation of the iteration domain rather than from its
formal representation as a polyhedron. As a consequence the
resulting automaton contains extra idle states which do not
correspond to an actual iteration of the loop nest. On the other
hand the main advantage of this approach is its simplicity.
From what we understand, this is the approach followed by
our reference HLS tool when implementing the nested loop
pipelining transformation.
The second approach follows the approach of Boulet et
al. [16] and consists in building a finite state machine directly
out of the loop nest iteration domain3 using the nextD (~x)
mapping introduced in Section IV. Because it is the only way
to ensure that the generated code visits the exact loop nest
iteration domain, it is actually more efficient than the approach
based on the CFG. However, the resulting code tends to be
more complex and induces area overhead as the number of
guards grows as the number of dimension of domain increases
and its shape gets more complex.
Because one does generally not want to coalesce the full
loop nest, our approach allows the designer to choose (by using
a source code directive) how many of the inner most loops
should be coalesced, and then use a combination of Cloog
with the algorithm of Boulet & Feautrier to regenerate the
transformed loop nest structure.
C. Experimental results
The efficiency of our approach is obviously very sensitive to
the trip count in inner loops sizes. As such it is very efficient
for improving the performance of non perfectly tiled codes
3 It is to note that the method can accommodate with imperfectly nested
loops thanks to the use of additional (scalar) dimensions which model textual
ordering as in the Cloog library [3].

and of non rectangular domains. It is therefore more sensitive
to the iteration domains size and domain shapes than to the
structure of the application itself.
In this work, we limited ourself to two representative kernels
(QR-Cordic, MatMul described below) that provide a good
illustration the benefits and drawbacks of the approach.
• The QR decomposition is a key building block for wireless MIMO communication systems. The QR kernel operates over (small) non rectangular 3-dimensional iteration
domain and is a good candidate for the approach. In the
QR, only the most inner loop (index k) is parallel, and
this loop has a non constant iteration count (Indeed the
two innermost loops of the QR kernel resembles a lot our
running toy example). As a consequence, direct nested
pipelining causes dependence violation, and the kernel
must therefore undergo a bubble insertion step.
• A Matrix Multiplication kernel, in which we performed
a loop interchange to enable the pipelining of the 2
innermost loops. In this case the iteration domain is
very simple (rectangular), but we allow in some cases
the matrix sizes to be parameterized (i.e not known at
compile time).
Because our reference HLS tool does not support division
nor square root operations, we replaced these operations in the
QR algorithm with deeply pipelined multipliers. We insist on
the fact that this modification does not impact the relevance
of the results given below, since our coalescing transformation
only impacts the loop control, the body being left untouched.
For each of these kernels, we used varying fixed and
parameterized iteration counts, and also used different fixed
point arithmetic wordlength sizes for the loop body operations
so as to be able to precisely quantify the trade-off between
performance improvement (thanks to nested pipeline) and area
overhead (because of extra control cost).
For each application instance, we compared the results
obtained when using :
• Simple loop pipelining by our reference HLS tool.
• Nested loop pipelining by our reference HLS tool.
• Nested loop pipelining through loop coalescing and bubble insertion.
For all examples, we derived deeply pipelined datapaths
(with II = 1 in all cases) and with latency values varying
from 4 to 6 in the case of Matrix Multiplication, and from 9
to 12 in the case of the QR factorization depending on the
fixed point encoding.
We provide three metrics of comparison: the total accelerator area cost (in LUT and registers), the number of clock cycles
required to execute the program, and the clock frequency
obtained by the design after place and route. All the results
were obtained for an Altera Stratix-IV device with fastest
speed-grade, and are given in Table I.
The quantitative evaluation of the area overhead induced
by the use of nested pipelining is provided in Figure 7. Our
results show that this overhead remains limited and even
negligible when large functional units are being used (in the
figure, <a,b> stands for a a bit wide fixed point format with
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Latency

MM<48,16>

6 cycles

MM<24,6>

4 cycles

QR<48,16>

12 cycles

QR<24,6>

9 cycles

Size
param
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32
8
32
param
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32
8
32
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HLS Coal.
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1018 1951
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442
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1662 2297
1064 1240

DSPs
HLS Coal.
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
4
4
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
4
4

Freq (MHz)
HLS Coal.
160
164
161
163
164
160
164
164
240
250
166
166
162
164
167
165
166
167
231
229

Clock Cycles
HLS
Coal.
n.a.
n.a.
2114304 2097157
33984
32773
624
517
33920
32771
n.a.
n.a.
902208
797050
23312
17370
868
746
20336
15552

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE AND AREA COST FOR OUR NESTED PIPELINE IMPLEMENTATIONS

Fig. 7. Area overhead due to the loop coalescing and bubble insertion, this
overhead is caused by extra guards on loop indices.

b bit devoted to the integer part). Also, the approach does
not significantly impact the clock frequency (less than 5%
difference in all cases).
The improvement in execution time due to latency hiding
are given in Figure 8. Here one can observe that the efficiency
of the approach is highly dependant on the loops iteration
count. While the execution time can decrease by up to 34% in
some case, the benefits quickly decrease as the domain sizes
grow. For larger iteration counts, the performance improvement hardly compensates the area overhead.
One interesting observation is that when no correction is
needed (e.g constant size matrix multiplication) our coalescing
transformation is more efficient in term of both performance
and area than the nested pipeline feature provided with the
tool, a result which is easy to explain (see VI-B).
In addition to this quantitative analysis, it is also interesting
to point out which examples did cause our reference leading
edge commercial HLS tools to either find a good nested loop
pipelined schedule or to generate an illegal schedule violating
the semantic of the initial program. For the QR example, the
reference tool would systematically fail to generate a legal
nested pipeline schedule for the algorithm. Furthermore it
gives an illegal schedule whenever its iteration domain is

Fig. 8. Normalized execution time (in clock cycles) of the two innermost
coalesced pipelined loops (with bubbles for QR) w.r.t to the non-coalesced
pipelined loop.

Benchmark
ADI Core
Block Based FIR
Burg2
Forward Substitution
Hybrid Jacobi Gauss Seidel
Matrix Product
QR Given Decomposition
SOR 2D

next
1391
697
1166
59
15
187
72
90

next15
71517
131284
36757
734
3065
29245
4554
30151

TABLE II
next AND next15 RUNTIME EVALUATION ( IN ms)

parameterized.
Last, we also evaluated the runtime needed to perform
the nextk operations for several examples. The goal is to
demonstrate that the approach is practical in the context of
a HLS tool. Results are given in Table II, and show that the
runtime (in ms) remains acceptable in most cases.

VII. R ELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
A. Loop pipelining in hardware synthesis
Earlier work on systolic architectures addressed the problem
of fine grain parallelism extraction. Among others Derrien et
al. [8] proposed to use iteration domain partitioning to help
combine operation level (pipeline) and loop level parallelism.
A somewhat similar problem was addressed by Teich and
al.[9] who proposed to combine modulo scheduling with
loop-level parallelization techniques. The main limitation of
these contributions is that they only support one-dimensional
schedules [25], which significantly limit their applicability.
A recent work by Alias et al. [26] tackles a problem very
similar to ours, as they try to address the problem of generating
efficient nested loop pipelined hardware accelerators leveraging custom floating point datapaths. Their approach (also based
on the polyhedral model) consists in finding a parallel hyperplane for the loop nest, and then derive a tiling (hyperplanes
and tile sizes) which is chosen such that a pipeline of depth ∆
is legal. The approach only targets perfectly nested loop and
also requires incomplete tiles to be padded to behave like fulltiles. Besides they restrict themselves to uniform dependencies,
so as to guarantee that the reuse distance (i.e the number of
points separating a source and a sink) is always constant for
a given tile size. In contrast, our framework is more general
and supports imperfectly nested loops with non-uniform (i.e
affine) dependencies. In addition, in the case of tiled iteration
domains, we can provide a more precise correction (in terms
of extra bubbles) that does not requires padding all incomplete
tiles.
The Compaan/Laura [18] toolset takes another view on the
problem, as it does not try to find a global schedule for the
program statements. Instead, each statement of the program is
mapped on its own process. Dependencies between statements
are then materialized as communication buffers which follow the so-called Polyhedral Process Network semantic [27].
Because the causality of the schedule is enforced by the
availability of data on the channel output, there is no need
for taking statement execution latency into account in the
process schedule [28]. On the other hand, the approach suffers
significant area cost overhead as each statement requires its
own hardware controller plus possibly complex reordering
memory structure. To our opinion, the approach is geared
toward task level parallelism rather than toward fine grain
parallelism/pipeline.
B. Nested loop software pipelining
Software pipelining has proved to be a key optimization for
leveraging the instruction level parallelism available in most
compute intensive kernels. Since its introduction by Lam et
al. [29] a lot of work has been carried out on the topic (a survey
is out of scope of this work). Two directions have mainly been
addressed:
• Many contributions have tried to extends software pipelining applicability to wider classes of program structures, by taking control flow into consideration [30].

The main other research direction has focused on integrating new architectural specificities and/or additional
constraints when trying to solve the optimal software
pipelining problem [31].
Among these numerous contributions, some of them have
been tackling problems very close to ours.
First, Rong et al. [7] have already studied the problem of
nested loop software pipelining. Their goal is clearly the same
as ours, except that they do restrict themselves to a narrow
subset of loop (only constant bound rectangular domains) and
do not leverage exact instance-wise dependence information.
Besides they do not address the problem from a hardware
synthesis point of view. In this work, we tackle the problem
for a wider class of programs (known as Static Control Parts),
and also we relate the problem to loop coalescing.
Another related contribution is the work of Fellahi et al [32],
who address the problem of prologue/epilogue merging in
sequences of software pipelined loops. Their work is also
motivated by the fact that the software pipeline overhead
tends to be a severe limitation as many embedded-multimedia
algorithms exhibit low trip count loops. Again, our approach
differs from theirs in the scope of its applicability, as we are
able to deal with loop nests (not only sequences of loops), and
as we solve the problem in the context of HLS tools at the
source level through a loop coalescing transformation. On the
contrary their approach handles the problem at machine code
level, which is not possible in our context.
•

C. Loop coalescing and loop collapsing
Loop coalescing was initially used in the context of parallelizing compilers, for reducing of synchronization overhead [33]. Since synchronization occurs at the end of each
innermost loop, coalescing loops reduces the number of synchronization during the program execution. Such an approach
is quite similar to ours (indeed, one could see the flushing
of the innermost loop pipeline as a kind of synchronization
operation). However, in our case we can benefit from an exact
timing model of the synchronization overhead, which we can
be used to remove unnecessary synchronization steps.
D. Correcting illegal loop transformations
The idea of applying a correction on a schedule as a
post-transformation step is not new, and was introduced by
Bastoul et al [34]. Their idea was to first look for interesting
combination of loop transformations (be they legal or not),
and then try to fix possible illegal schedule instances through
the use of loop shifting transformations. Their result was later
extended by Vasilache et al. [35], who considered a wider
space of correcting transformations.
Our work differs from theirs in that we do not propose to
modify the existing schedule, but rather add artifact statements
whose goal is to model so called wait state operations, which
will then make loop coalescing legal w.r.t data dependencies.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new technique for supporting nested loop software pipelining in C to hardware synthesis

tools. The approach extends previous work by considering a
more general class of loops nests. In particular we propose
a nested pipeline legality check that can be combined with a
compile time bubble insertion mechanism to enforce causality
in the pipelined schedule. Our nested loop pipelining technique
was implemented as a proof of concept and our preliminary
experimental results show promising results for nested loops
operating on small iteration domains (up to 30 % execution
time reduction in terms of clock cycles, with a limited area
overhead).
As a side-note, we believe that our approach can easily be
adapted to be used in a more classical optimizing compiler
back-ends. Of course, our approach would only makes sense
for deeply pipelined VLIW machines with many functional
units. In that case we simply need to use the value of the
loop body initiation interval as an additional information to
determine which dependencies may be violated.
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